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Imperial Visions
Nationalist Imagination and Geographical Expansion in
the Russian Far East, 1840–1865
Cambridge University Press In the middle of the nineteenth century, the Russian empire made a dramatic advance on the Paciﬁc
by annexing the vast regions of the Amur and Ussuri rivers. Although this remote realm was a virtual terra incognita for the Russian
educated public, the acquisition of an 'Asian Mississippi' attracted great attention nonetheless, even stirring the dreams of Russia's
most outstanding visionaries. Within a decade of its acquisition, however, the dreams were gone and the Amur region largely
abandoned and forgotten. In an innovative examination of Russia's perceptions of the new territories in the Far East, Mark Bassin sets
the Amur enigma squarely in the context of the Zeitgeist in Russia at the time. Imperial Visions demonstrates the fundamental
importance of geographical imagination in the mentalité of imperial Russia. This 1999 work oﬀers a truly novel perspective on the
complex and ambivalent ideological relationship between Russian nationalism, geographical identity and imperial expansion.

Choice
Publication of the Association of College and Research
Libraries, a Division of the American Library Association
The World Bank Legal Review, Volume 5
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Fostering Development through Opportunity, Inclusion,
and Equity
World Bank Publications This volume explores the potentially transformative role of eﬀective laws and legal institutions in providing
people with more opportunity that is both inclusive and equitable.

Love You to Death Ð Season 4
The Unoﬃcial Companion to The Vampire Diaries
ECW Press With a foreword by co-creator Julie Plec, the fan-favorite Love You to Death series returns with an essential guide to the
fourth season of The CW’s hit show The Vampire Diaries. This season four companion delves headlong into the twists and turns of
each episode, exploring the layers of rich history, supernatural mythology, historical and pop culture references, and the complexities
and motivations of the show’s memorable cast of characters. Add expanded chapters on the making of the show, the people who
bring the world of Mystic Falls to life, and the intensely loyal audience that keeps it thriving, and you have a guide as compelling and
addictive as the show itself. Features exclusive interviews with: co-creator Julie Plec, executive producer Caroline Dries, writer Jose
Molina, producer Pascal Verschooris, director Joshua Butler, cinematographer Dave Perkal, editor Tyler Cook, and composer Michael
Suby.

A Confederacy of Heretics
J. Paul Getty Museum A Confederacy of Heretics examines the explosion of activity associated with the Architecture Gallery, the
ﬁrst gallery in Los Angeles dedicated exclusively to architecture. Instigated by Thom Mayne in the fall of 1979, the Architecture
Gallery staged ten exhibitions in as many weeks by both young and established Los Angeles practitioners, featuring the work of
Eugene Kupper, Roland Coate, Jr., Frederick Fisher, Frank Dimster, Frank Gehry, Peter de Bretteville, Morphosis (Thom Mayne and
Michael Rotondi), Studio Works (Craig Hodgetts and Robert Mangurian), and Eric Owen Moss. Another young architect, Coy Howard,
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opened the events with a lecture at the Southern California Institute of Architecture, which hosted talks by each exhibiting architect.
In an unprecedented move by the popular press, the events were chronicled in weekly reviews by the critic John Dreyfuss in the Los
Angeles Times. Gathering an array of original drawings, models, photographs, video recordings, and commentary alongside new
assessments by current scholars, A Confederacy of Heretics aims neither to canonize the participating architects nor to consecrate
their unorthodox activities. Rather, the book re-examines the early work of some of Los Angeles' most well-known architects, charts
the development of their most potent design techniques, and documents a crucial turning point in Los Angeles architecture, a time
when Angeleno architecture culture shifted from working local variations on imported themes to exporting highly original disciplinary
innovations with global reach. Taken together, the exhibition, symposium, and catalog that comprise A Confederacy of Heretics oﬀer a
unique lens through which to analyze a pivotal moment in the development of late twentieth-century architecture.

Gender Across Languages
The Linguistic Representation of Women and Men
John Benjamins Publishing This is the second of a three-volume comprehensive reference work on Gender across Languages,
which provides systematic descriptions of various categories of gender (grammatical, lexical, referential, social) in 30 languages of
diverse genetic, typological and socio-cultural backgrounds. Among the issues discussed for each language are the following: What
are the structural properties of the language that have an impact on the relations between language and gender? What are the
consequences for areas such as agreement, pronominalisation and word-formation? How is speciﬁcation of and abstraction from
(referential) gender achieved in a language? Is empirical evidence available for the assumption that masculine/male expressions are
interpreted as generics? Can tendencies of variation and change be observed, and have alternatives been proposed for a more equal
linguistic treatment of women and men? This volume (and the previous two volumes) will provide the much-needed basis for explicitly
comparative analyses of gender across languages. All chapters are original contributions and follow a common general outline
developed by the editors. The book contains rich bibliographical and indexical material.Languages of Volume 2: Chinese, Dutch,
Finnish, Hindi, Icelandic, Italian, Norwegian, Spanish, Vietnamese, Welsh.
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Urbanism As a Way of Life
Irvington Pub

International Complete Collection of R&D Information
about Traditional Chinese Materia Medica and
Biotechnology Enterprises
World Scientiﬁc The International Complete Collection of R&D Information about Traditional Chinese Materia Medica (TCMM) and
Biotechnology (BT) Enterprises is designed as an informative medicinal reference directory listing of up-to-date R&D information about
TCMM, medical biotechnology, and related medical equipment companies. The focus of this valuable and practical directory is on
providing a comprehensive coverage of the most recent developments in scientiﬁc research, patents and major products of about
3,000 companies from 50 countries covering the ﬁve continents: Asia, Europe, America, Africa and the Oceania. The resource material
and information are relevant and compulsory to practitioners and professionals in the ﬁelds of TCMM, medical biotechnology,
biochemical industry and related medical instrumentation/equipment, as well as to organizational departments of the medicinal
information management, intelligence, logistics and trade. The directory also opens up and serves as an important window through
which biotech professionals master product information of their counterparts across the world. The directory will beneﬁt professionals
of medical heath, TCMM, biotechnology and related ﬁelds, as well as academics and students, executives of research, information
media staﬀs and translators.

The Utilization of Bioremediation to Reduce Soil
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Contamination: Problems and Solutions
Springer Science & Business Media Traditional reliance on chemical analysis to understand the direction and extent of treatment
in a bioremediation process has been found to be inadequate. Whereas the goal of bioremediation is toxicity reduction, few direct,
reliable measures of this process are as yet available. Another area of intense discussion is the assessment of market forces
contributing to the acceptability of bioremediation. Finally, another important component is a series of lectures and lively exchanges
devoted to practical applications of diﬀerent bioremediation technologies. The range of subjects covers a wide spectrum,
encompassing emerging technologies as well as actual, full-scale operations. Examples discussed include landfarming, biopiling,
composting, phytoremediation and mycoremediation. Each technology is explored for its utility and capability to provide desired
treatment goals. Advantages and limitations of each technology are discussed. The concept of natural attenuation is also critically
evaluated since in some cases where time to remediation is not a signiﬁcant factor, it may be an alternative to active bioremediation
operations.

Dietary Phytochemicals
A Source of Novel Bioactive Compounds for the
Treatment of Obesity, Cancer and Diabetes
Springer Nature This book presents comprehensive coverage on the importance of good nutrition in the treatment and management
of obesity, cancer and diabetes. Naturally occurring bioactive compounds are ubiquitous in most dietary plants available to humans
and provide opportunities for the management of diseases. The text provides information about the major causes of these diseases
and their association with nutrition. The text also covers the role of dietary phytochemicals in drug development and their pathways.
Later chapters emphasize novel bioactive compounds as anti-diabetic, anti-cancer and anti-obesity agents and describe their
mechanisms to regulate cell metabolism. Written by global team of experts, Dietary Phytochemicals: A Source of Novel Bioactive
Compounds for the Treatment of Obesity, Cancer and Diabetes describes the potentials of novel phytochemicals, their sources, and
underlying mechanism of action. The chapters were drawn systematically and incorporated sequentially to facilitate proper
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understanding. This book is intended for nutritionists, physicians, medicinal chemists, drug developers in research and development,
postgraduate students and scientists in area of nutrition and life sciences.

Biochemistry of Antimicrobial Action
Springer The rapid advances made in the study of the synthesis, structure and function of biological macromolecules in the last
ﬁfteen years have enabled scientists concerned with antimicrobial agents to achieve a considerable measure of understanding of how
these substances inhibit cell growth and division. The use of antimicrobial agents as highly speciﬁc inhibitors has in turn substantially
assisted the investigation of complex biochemical processes. The literature in this ﬁeld is so extensive however, that we considered an
attempt should be made to draw together in an introductory book the more signiﬁcant studies of recent years. This book, which is in
fact based on lecture courses given by us to undergraduates at Liverpool and Manchester Universities, is therefore intended as an
introduction to the biochemistry of antimicrobial action for advanced students in many disciplines. We hope that it may also be useful
to established scientists who are new to this area of research. The book is concerned with a discussion of medically important
antimicrobial compounds and also a number of agents that, although having no medical uses, have proved invaluable as research
tools in biochemistry. Our aim has been to present the available information in a simple and readable way, emphasizing the
established facts rather than more controversial material. Whenever possible, however, we have indicated the gaps in the present
knowledge of the subject where further information is required.

Introduction to Radar Using Python and MATLAB
Artech House This comprehensive resource provides readers with the tools necessary to perform analysis of various waveforms for
use in radar systems. It provides information about how to produce synthetic aperture (SAR) images by giving a tomographic
formulation and implementation for SAR imaging. Tracking ﬁlter fundamentals, and each parameter associated with the ﬁlter and how
each aﬀects tracking performance are also presented. Various radar cross section measurement techniques are covered, along with
waveform selection analysis through the study of the ambiguity function for each particular waveform from simple linear frequency
modulation (LFM) waveforms to more complicated coded waveforms. The text includes the Python tool suite, which allows the reader
to analyze and predict radar performance for various scenarios and applications. Also provided are MATLAB® scripts corresponding to
the Python tools. The software includes a user-friendly graphical user interface (GUI) that provides visualizations of the concepts being
covered. Users have full access to both the Python and MATLAB source code to modify for their application. With examples using the
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tool suite are given at the end of each chapter, this text gives readers a clear understanding of how important target scattering is in
areas of target detection, target tracking, pulse integration, and target discrimination.

History of Medicine
A Scandalously Short Introduction
University of Toronto Press Jacalyn Duﬃn's History of Medicine has for ten years been one of the leading texts used to teach
medical and nursing students the history of their profession. It has also been widely used in history courses and by general readers.
An accessible overview of medical history, this new edition is greatly expanded, including more information on medicine in the United
States, Great Britain, and in other European countries. The book continues to be organized conceptually around the major ﬁelds of
medical endeavor such as anatomy, pharmacology, obstetrics, and psychiatry and has grown to include a new chapter on public
health. Years of pedagogic experience, medical developments, and reader feedback have led to new sections throughout the book on
topics including bioethics, forensics, genetics, reproductive technology, clinical trials, and recent outbreaks of BSE, West Nile Virus,
SARS, and anthrax. Up to date and ﬁlled with pithy examples and teaching tools such as a searchable online bibliography, History of
Medicine continues to demonstrate the power of historical research to inform current health care practice and enhance cultural
understanding.

Facsimile Products
Mood Mapping
Plot your way to emotional health and happiness
Pan Macmillan Mood mapping simply involves plotting how you feel against your energy levels, to determine your current mood. Dr
Liz Miller then gives you the tools you need to lift your low mood, so improving your mental health and wellbeing. Dr Miller developed
this technique as a result of her own diagnosis of bipolar disorder (manic depression), and of overcoming it, leading her to seek ways
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to improve the mental health of others. This innovative book illustrates: * The Five Keys to Moods: learn to identify the physical or
emotional factors that aﬀect your moods * The Miller Mood Map: learn to visually map your mood to increase self-awareness *
Practical ways to implement change to alleviate low mood Mood mapping is an essential life skill; by giving an innovative perspective
to your life, it enables you to be happier, calmer and to bring positivity to your own life and to those around you. ‘A gloriously
accessible read from a truly unique voice’ Mary O’Hara, Guardian ‘It’s great to have such accessible and positive advice about our
moods, which, after all, govern everything we do. I love the idea of MoodMapping’ Dr Phil Hammond ‘Can help you ﬁnd calm and take
the edge oﬀ your anxieties’ Evening Standard ‘MoodMapping is a fantastic tool for managing your mental health and taking control of
your life’ Jonathan Naess, Founder of Stand to Reason

Vogue x Music
Abrams Vogue has always been on the cutting edge of popular culture, and Vogue x Music shows us why. Whether they’re
contemporary stars or classic idols, whether they made digital albums or vinyl records, the world’s most popular musicians have
always graced the pages of Vogue. In this book you’ll ﬁnd unforgettable portraits of Madonna beside David Bowie, Kendrick Lamar,
and Patti Smith; St. Vincent alongside Debbie Harry, and much more. Spanning the magazine’s 126 years, this breathtaking book is
ﬁlled with the work of acclaimed photographers like Richard Avedon and Annie Leibovitz as well as daring, music-inspired fashion
portfolios from Irving Penn and Steven Klein. Excerpts from essential interviews with rock stars, blues singers, rappers, and others are
included on nearly every page, capturing exactly what makes each musician so indelible. Vogue x Music is a testament to star power,
and proves that some looks are as timeless as your favorite albums.

Translating Organizational Change
Walter de Gruyter Translating Organizational Change (Groningen-Amsterdam Studies In Semantics (Grass).

Ming Tea Murder
Berkley "Includes recipes and tea time tips"--Page 4 of cover.
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Bibliographic Guide to Theatre Arts
Cheshvan 5777
This Congregation's Missal is a liturgical book containing all instructions and texts necessary for the celebration of services throughout
the year.

The Mediterranean Sea
Temporal Variability and Spatial Patterns
John Wiley & Sons Surface, intermediate, and deep-water processes and their interaction in time and space drive the major ocean
circulation of the Mediterranean Sea. All major forcing mechanisms, such as surface wind forcing, buoyancy ﬂuxes, lateral mass
exchange, and deep convection determining the global oceanic circulation are present in this body of water. Deep and intermediate
water masses are formed in diﬀerent areas of the ocean layers and they drive the Mediterranean thermohaline cell, which further
shows important analogies with the global ocean conveyor belt. The Mediterranean Sea: Temporal Variability and Spatial Patterns is a
comprehensive volume that investigates the temporal and spatial variability patterns in the ocean basin. Volume highlights include:
Discussions of state-of-the-art physical and biogeochemical properties of the Mediterranean Sea Multiple physical ocean circulation
processes, both in time and spatial scales (basin, sub-basin, and mesoscale) How diﬀerent regional phenomena in the sea inﬂuence
the biogeochemistry of the basin and the ocean dynamics Spatio-temporal variability of the surface circulation in the western
Mediterranean Deep-water variability and inter-basin interactions in the eastern Mediterranean Sea Understanding the link between
global ocean circulation patterns and the global climate The Mediterranean Sea will be a valuable resource for geoscientists,
oceanographers, and meteorologists.
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Scalia Dissents
Writings of the Supreme Court's Wittiest, Most
Outspoken Justice
Simon and Schuster Brilliant. Colorful. Visionary. Tenacious. Witty. Since his appointment to the Supreme Court in 1986, Associate
Justice Antonin Scalia has been described as all of these things and for good reason. He is perhaps the best-known justice on the
Supreme Court today and certainly the most controversial. Yet most Americans have probably not read even one of his several
hundred Supreme Court opinions. In Scalia Dissents, Kevin Ring, former counsel to the U.S. Senate's Constitution Subcommittee, lets
Justice Scalia speak for himself. This volume—the ﬁrst of its kind— showcases the quotable justice's take on many of today's most
contentious constitutional debates. Scalia Dissentscontains over a dozen of the justice's most compelling and controversial opinions.
Ring also provides helpful background on the opinions and a primer on Justice Scalia's judicial philosophy. Scalia Dissents is the
perfect book for readers who love scintillating prose and penetrating insight on the most important constitutional issues of our time.

Christian Nurture
History of Medicine, Second Edition
A Scandalously Short Introduction
University of Toronto Press Jacalyn Duﬃn's History of Medicine has for ten years been one of the leading texts used to teach
medical and nursing students the history of their profession. It has also been widely used in history courses and by general readers.
An accessible overview of medical history, this new edition is greatly expanded, including more information on medicine in the United
States, Great Britain, and in other European countries. The book continues to be organized conceptually around the major ﬁelds of
medical endeavor such as anatomy, pharmacology, obstetrics, and psychiatry and has grown to include a new chapter on public
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health. Years of pedagogic experience, medical developments, and reader feedback have led to new sections throughout the book on
topics including bioethics, forensics, genetics, reproductive technology, clinical trials, and recent outbreaks of BSE, West Nile Virus,
SARS, and anthrax. Up to date and ﬁlled with pithy examples and teaching tools such as a searchable online bibliography, History of
Medicine continues to demonstrate the power of historical research to inform current health care practice and enhance cultural
understanding.

Honeyball and Bowers' Textbook on Employment Law
Oxford University Press Succinct in its treatment of the fundamentals, and interwoven with contextual explanation and analytical
consideration of the key debates, Honeyball and Bowers' Textbook on Employment Law continues to provide readers with an
accessible account of the subject. Including chapter introductions and new end-of-chapter summaries, students of employment law
are guided through the intricacies, while further reading suggestions assist with independent research and essay preparation. The
critical elements of individual and collective employment law are considered along with treatment of the relationship between UK and
EU law, to give readers a wider view of the issues.

Aﬃrmation
The AIDS Odyssey of Dr. Peter
When Peter Jepsen-Young introduced himself to the dinner-hour TV news audience, nobody foresaw that his AIDS Diary would become
a two-year, 111-episode series that would bring him worldwide recognition, including an Oscar nomination, as "Dr. Peter," the
charming and articulate public educator on AIDS and gay rights. David Gawthrop interviewed Peter Jepsen-Young's family, friends,
lovers, and colleagues, and in AFFIRMATION, he introduces readers to the man behind Dr. Peter. -- adapted from back cover

Forthcoming Books
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A Thousand Dreams
Vancouver's Downtown Eastside and the Fight for Its
Future
Greystone Books In this mix of history, journalism, political analysis, and ﬁrst-person accounts, former chief coroner and Vancouver
mayor Larry Campbell, renowned criminologist Neil Boyd, and investigative journalist Lori Culbert, oﬀer a portrait of one of North
America’s poorest, most drug-challenged neighbourhoods: Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside. A Thousand Dreams raises provocative
questions about the challenges confronting not only Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside but also all of North America’s major cities and
oﬀers concrete, urgently needed solutions, including: Continued support for Insite, the safe injection site Decriminalization of
prostitution and drugs The transfer of addiction services to the Health Ministry, allowing detox into the medical system More
government-funded SROs and more aﬀordable social housing

Code-generation On-the-ﬂy
A Key to Portable Software
And Then I Danced
Traveling the Road to LGBT Equality
Akashic Books A gay-rights pioneer shares his stories, from Stonewall to dancing with his husband at the White House, in a memoir
full of “funny anecdotes and heart” (Publishers Weekly). On December 11, 1973, Mark Segal disrupted a live broadcast of the CBS
Evening News when he sat on the desk directly between the camera and news anchor Walter Cronkite, yelling, “Gays protest CBS
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prejudice!” He was wrestled to the studio ﬂoor by the stagehands on live national television, thus ending LGBT invisibility. But this one
victory left many more battles to ﬁght, and creativity was required to ﬁnd a way to challenge stereotypes. Mark Segal's job, as he saw
it, was to show the nation who gay people are: our sons, daughters, fathers, and mothers. This is a memoir of one man’s role in
modern LGBT history, from being on the scene of the Stonewall riots, to getting kicked oﬀ a 1970s TV show for dancing with another
man—and then, decades later, dancing with his husband at a White House event for Gay Pride. “[Segal] vividly describes his ﬁrsthand
experience as a teenager inside the Stonewall bar during the historic riots, his participation with the Gay Liberation Front, and
amusing encounters with Elton John and Patti LaBelle....A jovial yet passionately delivered self-portrait inspiring awareness about LGBT
history from one of the movement's true pioneers.”—Kirkus Reviews “The stories are interesting, unexpected, and witty.”—Library
Journal “Much this book focuses on his work, but the more telling pages are ﬁlled with love gained and lost, raising other people’s
children, ﬁnding himself, and aging in the gay community. A must-read.”—The Advocate

Harm Reduction
National and International Perspectives
SAGE Harm reduction programmes accept the reality of drug use while attempting to reduce its harmful consequences to individuals
and society. Here, contributors discuss the philosophical basis and history of such policies and examine their outcomes.

Canadiana
History of Medicine, Third Edition
A Scandalously Short Introduction, Third Edition
University of Toronto Press The third edition of this bestselling introduction to medical history has been thoroughly updated to
include recent scholarship and new events in major ﬁelds of medical endeavor.
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The Powdery Mildews
MathLinks 7
Computerized Assessment Bank CD-ROM
Slave Stealers
True Accounts of Slave Rescues: Then and Now
Follow two abolitionists who fought one of the most shockingly persistent evils of the world: human traﬃcking and sexual exploitation
of slaves. Told in alternating chapters from perspectives spanning more than a century apart, read the riveting 19th century ﬁrst-hand
account of Harriet Jacobs and the modern-day eyewitness account of Timothy Ballard. Harriet Jacobs was an African-American, born
into slavery in North Carolina in 1813. She thwarted the sexual advances of her master for years until she escaped and hid in the attic
crawl space of her grandmother's house for seven years before escaping north to freedom. She published an autobiography of her life,
Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl, which was one of the ﬁrst open discussions about sexual abuse endured by slave women. She was
an active abolitionist, associated with Frederick Douglass, and, during the Civil War, used her celebrity to raise money for black
refugees. After the war, she worked to improve the conditions of newly-freed slaves. As a former Special Agent for the Department of
Homeland Security who has seen the horrors and carnage of war, Timothy Ballard founded a modern-day "underground railroad"
which has rescued hundreds of children from being fully enslaved, abused, or traﬃcked in third-world countries. His story includes the
rescue and his eventual adoption of two young siblings--Mia and Marky, who were born in Haiti. Section 2 features the lives of ﬁve
abolitionists, a mix of heroes from past to present, who call us to action and teach us life lessons based on their own experiences:
Harriet Tubman--The "Conductor"; Abraham Lincoln--the "Great Emancipator"; Little Mia--the sister who saved her little brother;
Guesno Mardy--the Haitian father who lost his son to slave traders; and Harriet Jacobs--a teacher for us all.
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Paperbound Books in Print Fall 1995
Reed Reference Publishing
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